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1. If OCLS provided an Audio studio for sound recording and editing by individuals or groups today, how likely would
you be to use it?

Extremely likely

46

8%

Very likely

54

10%

Moderately likely

43

8%

Somewhat likely

79

14%

Not at all likely

329

60%

Total

551 100%

2. If OCLS provided a Video studio for creating and editing short video projects including special effects including
green screen services, how likely would you be to use it?

Extremely likely

50

9%

Very likely

62

11%

Moderately likely

60

11%

Somewhat likely

100

18%

Not at all likely

278

51%

Total

550 100%

3. If OCLS provided a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) based Simulation classroom and lab to learn
and practice the creation of an aviation plan for takeoff and land on an aircraft carrier while learning and applying Math
concepts, how likely would you be to use it?
Extremely likely

69

13%

Very likely

51

9%

Moderately likely

54

10%

Somewhat likely

68

12%

Not at all likely

308

56%

Total

550 100%

4. If OCLS provided a Fabrication lab for creating prototypes of your project or product ideas through 3D design and
printing or artistic projects, how likely would you be to use it?

Extremely likely

65

12%

Very likely

59

11%

Moderately likely

69

13%

Somewhat likely

90

17%

Not at all likely

262

48%

Total

545 100%

5. I wouldn't use these services but I'd be interested in:

107 Responses

6. If you were using these services, what hours would be most convenient for you? (check all that apply)

Weekday mornings 9-noon

89

22%

Weekday afternoons noon until 5

94

23%

Weekday evenings 5- 8

170

42%

Saturday 9- 6

216

53%

Sunday 1-6

155

38%

Other, please specify

23

6%

7. I would be interested in learning more about using social media to promote my business, service or product.

Yes

175

33%

No

349

67%

Total

524 100%

8. I would define my interests as:

Entrepreneur- I am interested in starting a business or
improving my current business

99

22%

Hobbyist- I would like to create a special project

127

28%

Artist/Musician — I would like to create a video or audio
recording

64

14%

Student — I would like to learn and practice a skill

101

23%

Innovator/learner — I just like to use technology, develop
skills and learn new things

184

41%

My interests aren't described here but here's what I'd like
to do...

79

18%

5. I wouldn't use these services but I'd be interested in:
Respondent #
1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10

Response
robotics applications and lab
Cd
Development for our youth and adults of that
perrsuation
I would encourage you to develop them. I'm sure
others would use them even if I won't.
Greater selection of books, even if they're e‐
books or audio. Please consider adding to your
catalog existing offerings from free providers such
as the Gutenberg project.
While I only use the Digital Library and am not a
good resource for your planning, I totally support
STEM.
Classes for seniors....ex sewing...cooking....craft
making
computer software development
I love to read so use the library a lot but I am 73
years old and am not into the stuff you are
talking about so I am not a good reference for
such a program.
Building a library in the Lake Nona/Moss Park
area would be wonderful! I think it would be
beneficial to the Medical City that is in this area
as well as the thousands of students in this area.

11 I think these are wonderful ideas for the young
people and young adults. I'm retired and love
getting the e‐books. I would love a larger e‐book
library selection.
12 Help with patent applications and legal
protection of new ideas at free or low cost. I also
think low cost video editing and web and graphics
design concepts at an advanced level would be
interesting.
13 expansion of library delivery services and drive by
drop offs

14 I am an employed person who just wants to read
books. Don't forget your core mission statement.
all of this must appeal to a younger crowd.
15 my husband and I are in our 80's and are enjoying
many hours of reading the great selection of
books at our Dr.Phillips branch of the OCLS. We
also appreciate the delivery of books to our door
of the books they do not have in the branch
library
16 Auto Cad or any other design program
17 Expanding e‐technology
18 Graphic design classes. Teach how to use certain
design programs like Adobe and PhotoShop.
Would also like access to computers that have
these programs on them.
19 application of computers interface with other
electronics,aurdino,linux,osx
20 It seems very targeted towards students, which is
a good thing. Not so for people 40+. I'd be more
interested in things like book clubs, photography
classes, gardening classes, etc. Perhaps basic
technology classes...
21 I am retired in my mid 70's. My needs should in
no way detract from what appears to great for
the young!
22 Sorry but I am 82 years old. All I am really
interested in using is the books I want to check,
use my Kindle and my husband likes large print.
North Orange does not have a great collection of
anything. I feel they are sort of a step child.
23 I believe these useful for people interested in that
field. I would be interested in larger classroom
computer technology training and an immersion
language class that transports students and
teachers into other countries via live feed video
and interaction.
24 The library more than satisfy our needs right now.
thank you so much.
25 Programs geared to help senior citizens learn and
use computing technology
26 Learning techniques. How to apply cutting edge
technologies in the lives of the retired/elderly.
27 n/a

28 I use to go to the library all the time but I cannot
believe how silence and consideration of others is
a thing of the past. People hollering like they're in
a video store, or parents sitting at tables with
others to do help with their kids homework and
talking loud enough to disturb four tables. Use
the money to allow those who need silence that
convenience.
29 Any computer based or video training programs.
30 none
31 seeing that these services were available to those
who would utilize such a facility.
32 All of these services, I would use regularly since
I'm training specifically for this field. I would also
like to see you build a motion capture studio in
addition to the above.
33 I myself am very unlikely to make use of the
above proposed services. However, I believe they
will be excellent facilities/services for those who
are interested in such activities but do not have
trady access to such services. These services will
be a great asset to the community.
34 Up to date technology on geneology research.
35
36
37
38
39

NA
More digital downloadable books
I don't use these but I would be interested
Checking out books!
Programming classes/ instruction. More tech
classes in general.
40 I am 80 years old and it is difficult for me to drive
into downtown. That is the only reason I wouldn't
use these services. Good luck
41 Keeping the drive through/drop off windows
open for picking up and returning books at the
local branches. (note: No placee to comment on
question #8)
42 I am retired and would not use these services but
believe that the library should continue to grow
and provide services to all the community with up
to date technology.
43 I would not use these services, however, I would
like them available for others who would.
44 Computer and cellphone technology.

45 I am retired and if I were younger and more up to
date on technology, I might use these services. I
am glad you are offering this to the younger
generations.
46 a greater availability of downloadable books to
my tablet.
47 65 years old
48 I am 67 years old and would not use these
services, but I think it would be wonder for the
young people.
49 geneology workshops
50 seeing question #3 and #4 put into reality.
51 I'd help pass the information about this lab to
others more likely to use it (I'm a 70‐year‐old
retiree!) But I believe having such services
available to creative people who couldn't afford
them otherwise is EXCELLENT!! I'm a retired
public librarian from Broward County Library. For
a number of years I was in charge of the
Community Technology Center in our Main
Library. One of my joys was helping to plan the
expansion of our CTC into something like what
you are planning. So I understand how excited
you are about this new venture and what a
wonderful addition it will be to the services you
offer your patrons. Good for.you!!
52 Learning more about how to effectively use my e
reader (kindle)
53 I would not use these services.
54 Vidoe & Audio classes, I would enroll
55 seeing them provided for the younger generation
who would ‐ also would love to be able to rent
books on my reader ‐ ie. Kindle devices
56 I would probably not use the services but my high
school daughter might use them. I have been
reading library Kindle books non‐stop. Keep
adding Kindle book selections!
57 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY / PHOTOSHOP /
58 ?
59 a service that would alow me to convert 8 mm
video tape to DVD and/or digital
60 nothing
61 I love the home delivery, and will continue to rent
your books on cd and regular books (many at a
time) for years to come!

62 A place where a class on computer programs or
technology could be taught. But taught not one
hour on let say Microsoft words 1 then the
second class Microsoft words 2. To teach a
complete class from beguinning to end.
63 Can't think of anything else
64 more e‐books
65 A silent room dedicated to study, no lab tops, or
phones or talking aloud
66 Study and tutoring servces for my children.
67 But I think it would be amazing for them to be
available to a younger generations who have
grown in such a technical world.
68 STEM is VERY important and although I personally
wouldn't use them, they are needed.
69 I would be very interested to use these services
as much as God allows me to.
70 Having whatever you can to provide other folks in
need.
71 not appliicable
72 I am interested in oil and water color
painting...sewing...gardening....sorry
73 Sorry, but I don't drive downtown. I do use my
local branches almost daily.
74 N/A
75 I would also be interested in classes on how to
use and develop various social media options.
76 More dvd movies choice including recent release.
77 not anything, but the library just the way it is, but
that doesnt mean, those things mentioned above
could not be used for students.
78 I'm not so much into hand's‐on science as I'm
more a lit and reading and theology.
79 Books Books Books Books Non fiction Books
80 learning classes like powerpoint 101, using excel,
how to create flyers or websites
81 I love all this technology especially in this time
that I am a old person and come back to the
school.
82 more senior citizen based programs
83 my kid's all of the above
84 photo editing printing services
85 medical classes
86 Medical Technology

87 Something like a technology fair where patrons
could experiment with current mobile devices
and tablets to help them when making a decision
to purchase their own device. The library could
also show how its current services and ones that
could be developed are used on tablet and
mobile devices.
88 Maybe after I really stop working something will
pop up??
89 language learning labs
90 Animal Husbandry
91 not sure
92 Audio Training Video Training
93 Any area for math and science practical
application, we would use. We homeschool and a
place to meet and compete against other
homeschoolers for group projects would be
invaluable to our community.
94 books!! buy more books!!!
95 I love the competer & learning classes.
96 Photoshop
97 Crafts
98 In story time for toddlers at my local branch, the
Edgewater library. I would also be interested in
being able to request older videos that I could
pick up at my local branch. I can't drive all the
way over to Alafaya just to pick up an old movie
that I want to see.
99 A STEM project to further education and to
stimulate students knowledge and desire to
create new ideas and projects for our future.
100 Expanded e‐book and audiobook collections
More classes in all types of technology
101 all of them.
102 I wouldn't use these services, but my husband
would probably be very interested in all of the
above.
103 Something like these services that is geared for
youg children (5‐10 yrs.)
104 KEEPING NEW BOOKS ON THE SHELVES.
105 n/a
106 on line classes in technology

107 A back to basics classroom. Teaching simple
things young adults need to know how to do such
as balancing a check book working out a budget,
saving for college, a sewing class, cooking class, or
parenting class. We have way too much
technology and not enough basic skills.
6. If you were using these services, what hours would be most convenient for you? (check all that
apply)
Respondent #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Response
n/a
holidays
Will not use
All available library hours.
n/a
retired ‐ available anytime
wed all day
A
n/a
would not use
none
after school
ca
Outside of School hours
N/A
not sure
no idea
3:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Streaming, web‐based services
n/a
holidays

8. I would define my interests as:
Respondent #

Response
1 learn about pottery and painting
2 Have a place my children can go and do these
types of things
3 Support youth group at church
4 educator
5 Additions to existing collection
6 Love to read.
7 maybe some classes in better use of my computer
as far as sending prints on emails.
8 Math professor

9 create video and audio recordings with my
grandchildren
10 I am a Spanish teacher and I could allow the
students to create videos for a project.
11 Teacher‐ facilitate student learning
12 I would like for North Orange to have the latest
new books available to check out, put on my
Kindle and have in large print for my husband
who does not like to mess around with Kindle.
13 video books
14 Old fasshioned, like to read, sit quietly and enjoy
a good book.
15 None of the above
16 Design and develop databases in Access. Design
and develop
17 reading in whatever form people require to
promote education.
18 check out and return books by live drive ‐in
windows.
19 I would certainly encourage my grandchildren to
make use of such services.
20 use this for work where I have no budget to do
this
21 read books
22 read/research
23 spend a quiet afternoon reading a book at the
library
24 Read
25 Read books ‐ all subjects
26 I am retired and would be interested in things
which would keep me up to date in technology.
27 put my photos on CD's
28 show my children diverse things
29 continue improving the fine collection we have
30 teacher‐using these things with my students
31 NA
32 I'm retired and content to continue reading. The
above options wouldn't be of interest to me.
33 Listening to cd books in my vehicle since I have a
lengthycomute to work.
34 easily rent books for my kindle devices
35 Involvement in the STEM program
36 none
37 I am too old to be counted‐these are for younger
people

38 I'm very retired...
39 read books on computer, medical, religion, novels
40 Classes in computer software‐‐music writing like
Finale
41 Come to use other opportunities in the library!
42 Volunteer for multiple ministries/service agencies
43 teacher ‐ developing projects for students in my
classroom
44 For me everything is OK the way it is nowadays.
45 could it be used to write a book or a news letter?
46 Provide GED tutoring
47 I read a lot. I am 76. I like Origami. I like to read.
48 volunteer and community social activities
49 parent of gifted kids
50 parent with children interested in arts and
science
51 have a little time to figure it out
52 painting and crafts
53 I use the library often, for books, and check the
internet. I like history, and learning. I am not that
concerned about the latest technologies.
54 allow my children hands on time with various
types of technology and media.
55 medical coding
56 retire
57 I just enjoy reading now that I am retired.
58 help children learn the real life skills they need to
survive, not just the ones they need to make a lot
of money. There is more to life than money.
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1. If OCLS provided an Audio studio for sound recording and editing by individuals or groups today, how likely would
you be to use it?

Extremely likely

124

34%

Very likely

69

19%

Moderately likely

69

19%

Somewhat likely

46

13%

Not at all likely

56

15%

Total

364 100%

2. If OCLS provided a Video studio for creating and editing short video projects including special effects including
green screen services, how likely would you be to use it?

Extremely likely

126

35%

Very likely

92

25%

Moderately likely

58

16%

Somewhat likely

40

11%

Not at all likely

48

13%

Total

364 100%

3. If OCLS provided a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) based Simulation classroom and lab to learn
and practice the creation of an aviation plan for takeoff and land on an aircraft carrier while learning and applying Math
concepts, how likely would you be to use it?
Extremely likely

116

32%

Very likely

73

20%

Moderately likely

56

15%

Somewhat likely

52

14%

Not at all likely

66

18%

Total

363 100%

4. If OCLS provided a Fabrication lab for creating prototypes of your project or product ideas through 3D design and
printing or artistic projects, how likely would you be to use it?

Extremely likely

131

36%

Very likely

96

26%

Moderately likely

60

17%

Somewhat likely

36

10%

Not at all likely

40

11%

Total

363 100%

5. I wouldn't use these services but I'd be interested in:

54 Responses

6. If you were using these services, what hours would be most convenient for you? (check all that apply)

Weekday mornings 9-noon

95

27%

Weekday afternoons noon until 5

87

25%

Weekday evenings 5- 8

166

48%

Saturday 9- 6

145

42%

Sunday 1-6

92

26%

Other, please specify

25

7%

7. I would be interested in learning more about using social media to promote my business, service or product.

Yes

249

72%

No

98

28%

Total

347 100%

8. I would define my interests as:

Entrepreneur- I am interested in starting a business or
improving my current business

125

35%

Hobbyist- I would like to create a special project

111

31%

Artist/Musician — I would like to create a video or audio
recording

88

25%

Student — I would like to learn and practice a skill

118

33%

Innovator/learner — I just like to use technology, develop
skills and learn new things

136

38%

My interests aren't described here but here's what I'd like
to do...

28

8%

5. I wouldn't use these services but I'd be interested in:
Respondent #

Response
1 maybe or maybe not? not sure at this time. But I
like the idea!!!!
2 Maybe
3 I want to produce my own informercials with the
video and green board services. Then I want to do
anything with an aircraft carrier and finally, I own
a website which fabricates 3D prototypes and I
would love to have access to these services which
I normally could never afford.
4 Theater, more quiet rooms, learning center for
children, game room, more space.
5 More things like interest in the public like
creation evolution vs. God (Jehovah) creation.
Solar system, universe, astronomy, plus study of
the Bible.
6 I am sure other people would be more interested
in these things than me. It's a good idea.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Stations for machining parts
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Making videos for my granddaughters.
na
na
Math labs for college students.
using the library for book/movie checkouts
NA
project management computer troubleshooting

21 NA
22 Access to computers that have development
software, graphic design tools etc. Examples
include Maya (3D creation software), Adobes
Creative Suite (especially Photoshop) possible an
Integrated Development Environment.
23 Resources in software and 3D design CAD will be
most important to potential users of 3D printing.
It would depend on the size of the 3D printer, the
quality of its output ‐ and whether it could use a
wide range of buildup materials.
24 Small Business Training Support
25 STEM would only interest me if it included
general concepts as well (outside of aviation)
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

I'm actually interested in all of the above
Job Fairs
all of the above
I would use these services
Microsoft Apple Apps
Tutoring for my kids
Note to question # 1 ‐ Audio studio ‐ please put
this here at West Oaks.
Note to question # 1 ‐ Audio Studio ‐ my
daughter.
Teaching at the TIC
More time on computer.
graphic design tutorials
classes on electronics (hardware, arduino)
having elctronics parts and microcontrollers (such
as the arduino) available to prototype with)

39 * ability to rent facilities to teach others *
soldiering/electronics lessons/work areas
(including arduino projects, etc) * computers
running advanced software (illustrator,
photoshop, etc)
40 In addition to web (cloud based) technology.
41
42
43
44

Multi language learning program.
Acting
Video games age 10
I would enjoy learning all you can send my way,
thank you.
45 all
46 learning how to use these things
47 Not filled in.

48 Art, music‐‐Extracurricular activities‐‐hobbies,
enhances skills for talented learners in our
community. Sell collectible items.
49 Everything
50 Just a general comment‐is sound proofing of the
floor being considered?(Building in a building
design)
51 I am interested in creating videos to download to
Youtube facebook, twitter and wordpress
52 Better privacy and less tracking of computer use
53 3D Printing, consulting svs and I would use the
above service
54 Art classes ‐ pottery, painting, vision board, etc.
Think tank ‐ group brainstorming sessions
6. If you were using these services, what hours would be most convenient for you? (check all that
apply)
Respondent #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Response
All of the above, when you are making 3D
models, you need a little time
After business hours
Monday & Tuesday ‐ open to close
Tuesday/Thursday
afternoon to evenings
evenings
N/A
Late at night when the commons are gone would
be great
Mornings
?
every day
I think it would be used all of the time
Saturday and Sunday night
any
24/7
Not quite sure about it
Every day 10 a.m. ‐ 7 p.m.
9am‐8pm
anytime library is open
DEPENDS

8. I would define my interests as:
Respondent #

Response
1 Run a non‐profit childcare

2 Inventor
3 Geneaology. Maybe a club or Library just for that.
Lke the LDS library ouit west, but here!
4 Home school use
5 is use these studios for school related
projects/homework
6 chemistry
7 To promote the services have to have more
events to show the use, benefits, features of
these products. I personally don't know much
about them
8 Retired
9 Artist
10 Professional Artist/Musica/Software
Engineer/Movie Producer/Computer
Programmer/Video Producer/Owner President
CEO Florida Film Investment Company. Need
something that actually works quickly as FREE
global advertising, not the usual dreg,
youtube.com/olivertwistedmovie
11
12
13
14

Dave's Bible Notes Program
crafting, singing
?
My kids are very interested in the before
mentioned areas. OCLS will just continue to add
on the options they already provide for my kids
educational desires.
15 make film
16 as a teacher, I would love my students to have
the opportunity to utilize these services!
17 Use graphic and web design programs to use for
business and hobby
18 Acting programs
19 Home school Mom

